iPad Applications for Stroke Patients
List compiled May 2013- App prices listed as per iTunes store at time of compilation

Category

App Name

App Description

Cost

Activities of daily living

Coles and
Woolworths

Use the barcode scanner to quickly write your weekly shopping list
Sort your shopping list by aisle – no more walking around looking for that last item

$0.00

Activities of daily living

All recipes

Allrecipes – Your Kitchen Inspiration for iPad is the cooking app you have been waiting
for! Our FREE app is filled with thousands of member-tested recipes.

$0.00

Activities of daily living

Healthy recipes by
Spark

Our Healthy Recipes application lets you browse and search more than 300,000 recipes, $0.00
plus save your favourites.

Activities of daily living

Foodswitch

Provides healthy alternatives to current choices

$0.00

Activities of daily living

Show the loo

Show the Loo allows you to find public loo's, right where and when you need it. A
search option provides handy access to all the loo's across Australia.

$0.00

Activities of daily living

i-Pills

Medicine & Vitamins Reminder App that sends you notifications when is the time to
take a medication or you can see the summary on the app.

$0.00

Activities of daily living

Sleep Cycle Alarm
Clock

An alarm clock that analyzes your sleep patterns and wakes you in the lightest sleep
phase - a natural way to wake up where you feel rested and relaxed.

$0.99
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Activities of daily living

My Weekly Budget

My Weekly Budget (MyWB) lets you focus on a simple spending target for the current
$0.99
week. Focusing week-by-week on keeping within a spending target helps you meet your
budget, and saves you money over time.

Activities of daily living

Kitchen Calculator
PRO

The Kitchen Calculator PRO app makes cooking and measuring so much easier. Kitchen
Calculator PRO does all the recipe conversions for you, and makes it simple to scale
recipes up (or down) to change the number of servings the recipe yields.

$3.99

Activities of daily living

Pack and Go

Pack & Go is an extensive “To Do”, packing travel checklist and automated tasks
reminder system. Pack & Go is designed for ease of use so you can quickly and easily
use this tool when navigating your busy life.

$0.99

Activities of daily living

iCan count coins
Australia

Australian money calculator and 4 money counting games

$0.99

Activities of daily living

Money Cash

Helps to count money

$0.99

Activities of daily living

Living Safely

Provides self directed learning sessions for 27 important safety skills topics.

$31.99

ADL, Medical

Pill Time

Pill Time application will keep track of your medicines and remind you when you need
to take them.

$0.99

Arts

Baldessari

“Still lifes are about the fleeting things in life. Each object has a symbolic meaning
attached to it.” ---John Baldessari. This interactive artwork by John Baldessari is your In
Still Life. With this 17th-century Dutch painting as your beginning, arrange the 38
objects onscreen to create your own still life. Creativity is your only criterion. When
you’re finished making your still life, share it with your friends.

$0.00
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Arts

Draw Free

You don’t have to be an artist to enjoy Draw Free for iPad, the ultimate app for both
professional and hobby painters to create beautiful drawings. Draw Free for iPad lets
you bring ideas to life. It’s fun for both adults and kids alike.

$0.00

Bilateral hand use

On a Tilt

A challenging game that requires precise hand eye coordination to move paddles based
off of how you tilt your device.

$0.99

Bilateral hand use

Rollr Ball Lite

In Rollr Ball, you control the ball by tilting the platform with your finger. Avoid mines
and pick up all the stars, before hitting the target. The key to success of this fun game is
precise timing.

$0.00

Bilateral hand use

iBalance

iBalance Fun test your balance with fun !

$0.00

Bilateral hand use

Falldown Pro

Challenging game

$0.99

Bilateral hand use

Marbles Multiball 3D Marble Multiball is a coordinatin game

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation

Brain Challenge HD

Brain training exercises

$5.49

Cognitive Stimulation

Lumosity

Desined to enhance conitive skills, memory, processing speed and problem solving.

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation

Skill Game

Skill and strategy puzzles

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation

Shape Up

Game of coordination and speed

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation

Brain Blaster Trainer Whether you'd like to improve your reaction time, your typing speed or your spatial
cognition, this is a perfect tool to practice your skills.

$5.49
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Cognitive Stimulation,
Art

Spin Art Studio

This version includes 31 canvas shapes to paint on, a large color palette, and multiple
brushes to use. All presented in beautiful HD resolution only available on the iPad.

$1.99

Cognitive Stimulation,
Communication

Tools at Work

Knowing the name of the correct tool is what this program is all about. This 80-word
program covers the most common hand and power tools found in most training
programs and workplace settings.

$0.99

Cognitive Stimulation,
Dexterity

Funny Beat

Reaction time and dexterity

$0.99

Cognitive Stimulation,
Games

Neuro Sudoku

Experience entertaining brain tuning with Neuro Sudoku! Neuro Sudoku is part of our
$0.00
life-changing line and is not meant to be another sudoku game but rather a brain tuning
tool using sudoku gameplay, isochronic tones and binaural beats to stimulate your
attention and prolong a state of higher concentration.

Cognitive Stimulation,
Games

Supermind

Master mind application

$0.99

Cognitive Stimulation,
Games

Puzzle Plus Free

New way of enjoying jigsaw puzzles

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation,
Games

Jigzo HD

Create puzzles from photos

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation,
Games

iMazing

Challenge your youngsters with unlimited mazes of varying difficulty!

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation,

Copycat HD

Memory challenge

$0.00
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Memory
Cognitive Stimulation,
Memory

A Fuzzy Memory

A Fuzzy Memory will train your short term memory to become stronger and faster. Find $0.00
out what level of memory you currently have and push it to the limit.
A Fuzzy Memory will train your short term memory to become stronger and faster. Find
out what level of memory you currently have and push it to the limit.

Cognitive Stimulation,
Music

Step Seq

Create beautiful music by tapping out beats, melodies and harmonies on your iPad.

$0.99

Cognitive Stimulation,
Music

GrooveMaker

GrooveMaker® is THE app for creating non-stop electronic, dance and hip-hop tracks in
real-time, by anyone, like a professional DJ. Over 120 hi-quality loops included!
GrooveMaker gives you a completely new way of making music by automatically
remixing the hundreds of loops included on the 8 available tracks, in virtually limitless
ways for millions of different grooves at your fingertips. With GrooveMaker, you can
create professional full-length tracks, grooves and beats for your music compositions,
ambient soundtracks, movie scores and even dance parties or workouts — wherever
you need to groove. And it’s so easy to learn, you’ll be creating the grooves of your
friends’ envy in minutes.

$0.00

Cognitive Stimulation,
Reflexes

Pocket Reflex

Test your reflexes!

$0.99

Cognitive Stimulation,
Reflexes

Slice It

Try to slice as many, as accurate, and as fast as you can in 1 minute! Also, compete with
friends to get higher rankings.

$0.99
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Communication

STS House

“STS House” is an animated, interactive tool that allows parents and therapists to create $5.49
endless teaching opportunities in the areas of receptive and expressive language,
auditory processing, speech production, visual- perceptual skills, fine motor skills, and
problem solving… just to name a few.

Communication

Project 365

Take a picture every day of the year and never forget a day in your life. This application
will allow you to easily create and update your own project 365 photo album.

$0.00

Communication

Look 2 Learn

Look2Learn (L2L), a revolutionary AAC software application for the iPod Touch, iPhone,
and iPad allows individuals to work at their communicative level using photographs to
express wants and needs

$15.99

Communication

Picture AAC by
Hearty Spin

Picture AAC app is based on picture communication systems, such as PECS, that have
helped many autistic individuals over the years developed effective communication
skills.

$31.99

Communication

Small talk series

Helps patients with speaking difficulties express their needs in different environments

$0.00

Communication

iprompts

Original picture-based prompting app used by parents, special educators and therapists
of those with disabilities. Includes visual prompting tools-picture schedules, a
countdown timer, choice prompts and an image library.

$41.99

Communication

Proloquo2Go

Proloquo2Go provides a full-featured augmentative and alternative communication
$190.00
solution for people who have difficulty speaking. It provides natural sounding text-tospeech voices, high resolution up-to-date symbols, powerful automatic conjugations, a
default vocabulary of over 7000 items, advanced word prediction, full expandability and
extreme ease of use.

Communication

Grace

Grace App is a non-speaking, simple picture exchange system developed for people with $25.00
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Autism to communicate their needs independently. Users can select pictures to form a
semantic sentence which they can then share, by tilting the iPhone or iPod touch to
create a full screen view, and pointing at each card to hear the listener read each word.
The cards are large enough on iPad not to need the full screen view.
Communication

TapToTalk

TapToTalk turns an iPad into an augmentative and alternative communication device.
$0.00
TapToTalk makes communication fun, like another “game” on this cool device. Just tap a
picture and TapToTalk speaks. Each picture can lead to another screen of pictures

Communication

Verbally Premium

Verbally Premium is a full-featured augmentative & alternative communication (AAC)
app for the iPad that brings speech to those without. Verbally Premium has the same
intuitive design as Verbally, but also includes a host of expanded features to make real
conversation a reality.

Communication

First Then Visual
Schedule

First-Then visual schedule application is designed for caregivers to provide positive
$10.49
behavior support. For individuals with communication needs, developmental delays,
Autism or those who benefit from a structured environment; visual schedules serve to
increase independence and lower anxiety during transitions through different activities.

Communication

So2Speak+ and

So2Speak is an iPad and iPhone app for speech and language therapists which can be
used to deliver and manage customised exercise programmes designed to improve oral
motor function in patients. It uses a clear and intuitive process to design exercise
programmes including exercise selection, scheduling and progress monitoring
capabilities; all tailored to suit a patients’ needs.

So2Speak

Communication

MyTalk Tools

$109.99 (free
also available)

So2Speak+
$64.99
So2Speak
$0.00

MyTalkTools Mobile is a next generation AAC app that helps people with
communication difficulties say what they want with sequences of words, sounds and
images.
You choose the content (simple grids or boards with bold images) and play recorded
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sounds when you touch a cell. The sequences can even form complete sentences.
Communication

Predictable

Text-to-speech application offering customisable AAC functions. Includes social media
integration.

$169.99

Communication

Conversation
TherAppy

Professional Speech Pathology app to target higher-level expressive language,
pragmatic, problem-solving, speech & cognitive-communication goals.

$20.99

Communication

Language TherAppy

The same core functional vocabulary organized by category runs across these 2
$64.99
receptive and 2 expressive apps. Built-in cues, hierarchies, languages, and customization
options make these apps versatile for assessment, therapy, home practice, and
telepractice. Tactus Therapy Solutions apps are designed without childish features for
distraction-free therapy for adults, older children, and those who are easily overstimulated.

Communication

Speech Trainer 3D

This is a 3D demonstration of all sounds in the English language.Speech Trainer 3D is a
tool designed to help individuals to practice every sound in the English language,
including vowels and consonants. With detailed 3D animations that demonstrate the
correct positioning of the tongue, lips, and mouth, it is a great model for children and
adults who wish to work on learning to pronounce the English sounds correctly.

$8.49

Communication

Intro to Letters

Learn to trace, read, write and record letter sounds, names, and phonograms, based on
the proven methodology of Montessori. Supports English (US & UK), French, German
and Spanish languages.

$5.49

Communication

iCommunicate

For Pragmatics and Cognition- teaches how to respond to different situations; provides
a visual schedule to assist with sequencing events with visual and auditory checklists.

Communication

Didakto

$36.99

Benefits cognition, vocabulary, semantics and syntax through problem solving, semantic
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connections, sentence building.

$3.99

Communication

ImageQuest

For adults with Aphasia and word-finding difficulty. Develops semantic connections by
finding relationships between pictures. Improve feature analysis by finding concrete and
abstract connections between images.
$0.99

Communication

Pocket SLP
Articulation

Practice articulating phonemes in all word positions, at word and sentence level. Assists
with visual cues, auditory feedback can be personalised or turned off, and has a
$25.99
summary screen shows scores and percentages.

Communication

SmallTalk Aphasia

For mostly non-verbal adults- can be used for AAC purposes as well as motor speech
practice of functional phrases.

Communication

SmallTalk Phonemes Contains video models of how to say different phonemes.

$0.00

Communication

SmallTalk Common
Phrases

As above, but at phrase level (common greetings, conversational phrases and aphasia
orientated phrases and requests)

$0.00

Communication

SmallTalk Oral
Motor Exercises

Consists of 52 videos illustrating cheek, tongue, soft palate, lip, and jaw movements that $0.00
help strengthen the oral musculature.

Communication

Dragon Dictation

Can be used as a therapy device for articulation (feedback on intelligibility) or for people
with writing impairment (i.e speech to text).
$0.00

Communication

Words to Learn By

For adulst with word-finding difficulties and higher level language difficulties. Helps
develop their semantic web through different activities.

Communication

Assistive Chat

$0.00

$0.00

For adults with severe dyspraxia, dysphonia, dysarthria. Used for AAC to allow clients to
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express themselves through text to speech.

$25.99

Communication

Voice Generator

Text-to-speech programme- has QWERTY key board. Can modify pitch variance and
speed of voice for suitability.

Male - $0.00
Female - $1.19

Communication

Locabulary Lite

For adults with communication impairment. AAC- can manually enter or use pre-saved
phrases including functional phrases for ADLs. Can be used for language therapy
to teach sentence struture and subject-verb agreement.

$0.00

Communication

MyVoice
Communication Aid

AAC- can locate the client's location and provides relevant associated phrases which can $199.00
be customised. Can also be used as general AAC by tapping picture/text to generate
spoken words.

Communication

SmallTalk Consonant The SmallTalk Consonant Blends app provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each
illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce consonant blends
Blends
where two or three consonants are blended together, such as “bl” or “str.”

$0.00

Communication

SmallTalk Date Days
Months

The SmallTalk Days, Months, Dates app provides a series of speech-exercise videos,
each illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce the days of the
week, months of the year, and ordinal numbers 1st through 31st.

$0.00

Communication

SmallTalk Letters
Numbers Colours

The Letters, Numbers, Colors app provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each
illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce the 26 letters of the
English alphabet, numbers 1--20, and primary colors.

$0.00

Communication

Naming Therapy

Naming TherAppy is the best-selling word-finding app to help people with aphasia and
children with special needs practice important naming and description skills, and now
you can add your own images!

$25.99
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Communication

Describing Words

Describing Words covers 80 simple adjectives and adverbs necessary to describe
people, places and things. This program can be used in conjunction with our Nouns and
Verbs programs to help users create simple sentences. Includes such words as ahead,
behind, clean, closed, empty, hot, large, open, smooth, tall and more.

Communication

SmallTalk
Conversational
Phrases

SmallTalk Conversational Phrases contains words and phrases commonly used in
$0.00
conversations, such as greetings, responses, requests, and statements about well-being.

Communication

Speak it

SpeakText FREE - Speak & Translate Text Documents and Web pages
Touch text documents and web pages, copy & paste, key in, then it will speak and
translate sentence by sentence.

Communication

Body Talk

BODY TALK is a feature-rich, body language reference guide that enables you to read
$1.99
people and situations. In face-to-face communications over 50% of all communication is
performed through body movement. If you enjoy the tv show "Lie to Me," you're sure
to enjoy BODY TALK.

Communication

Personal Social Skills Workplace Social Skills is a three-part system that covers the basics of social skills on the $1.99
job. The three parts include Personal, Responding and Initiating Social Skills. Personal
Social Skills includes: Take Responsibility, Be Dependable, Accept Consequences, Have
Self-Control, Maintain Hygiene, Grooming and Dress, Be Positive, Tell the Truth, Be
Polite and Courteous, Be Assertive.

Communication

Initiating Social Skills Workplace Social Skills is a three-part system that covers the basics of social skills on the $1.99
job. The three parts include Personal, Responding and Initiating Social Skills.

Communication

Communication
Skills

This program covers basic communication topics including: NON-VERBAL
COMMUNICATION: (facial expressions, eye gaze, touch, gestures, physical appearance);

$0.99

$0.00

$1.99
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LISTENING SKILLS: (make eye contact, pay attention, don’t interrupt); VERBALSPEAKING: (look at person, think before speaking, tone of voice). Includes bonus videos
on how to: answer the door, answer the telephone, call on the telephone, and make an
appointment.
Communication

Nouns 1 HD

Build vocabulary with this program that covers 80 common words dealing with people
and things encountered in everyday life. Includes such nouns as apple, baby, bed, eyes,
girl, milk, money and more.

$1.99

Communication

Verbs 1

Building simple sentences requires knowledge of common action words. This 80-word
program teaches verbs to help users create sentences when used with programs in our
Nouns Series. Includes such verbs as ask, close, cry, hold, jump, laugh, run, throw and
more.

$0.99

Communication

Pictello

For neurodegenerative diseases, cognitive impairment, pragmatics. Can create
personalised stories using clients pictures and voce. Can practice sequencing with
photos, or use for pragmatic therapy by discussing social scenarios.

$14.99

Communication

Pages

Pages is the most beautiful word processor you’ve ever seen on a mobile device.

$10.49

Communication

The Fat Finger

Text to speech program

$1.99

Communication,
Activities of daily living

Everyday Social Skills Covering basic social skills needed for everyday activities in your community, Everyday
Social Skills includes common daily activities such as walking down the street, using a
restroom, waiting in line, asking for directions, asking for information and joining in a
group. The program is simple and direct, and is a must for any social skills training
program.

Communication,

That's how I feel

Designed to help non-verbal children and adults express their feelings using Smarty

$0.99

$2.99
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Expression of feeling

Symbols.

Communiction,
Expression of feeling

Small talk pain scale

Allows child to communicate the level and type of pain to family members, caregivers,
and health-care.

$0.00

Dexterity

Dexteria - Fine
Motor Skill
Development

Dexteria is a set of therapeutic hand exercises (not games) that improve fine motor
skills and handwriting readiness in children and adults. Dexteria’s unique hand and
finger activities take full advantage of the multi-touch interface to help build strength,
control, and dexterity.

$4.99

Dexterity

LetterReflex

LetterReflex provides a fun way to help overcome common letter reversals. The first
$2.99
activity, Tilt It, uses kinesthetic learning to teach left from right. The second activity, Flip
It, allows them to practice what they learned while honing their letter discrimination
skills.

Dexterity

Fruit Ninja

Fruit Ninja is a juicy action game enjoyed by millions of players around the world, with
$0.99
squishy, splatty and satisfying fruit carnage! Become the ultimate bringer of sweet, tasty
destruction with every slash.

Dexterity

Dexteria - Fine
Motor Skill
Development

Dexteria is a set of therapeutic hand exercises (not games) that improve fine motor
skills and handwriting readiness in children and adults. Dexteria’s unique hand and
finger activities take full advantage of the multi-touch interface to help build strength,
control, and dexterity.

$4.99

Dexterity

FastFingers

How many times can you tap the screen in 30 seconds? Do you want to train your
fingers to be the fastest they could be? With fast fingers you could compete against
yourselves or your friends to see who could tap more times. To measure your taps per
minute, just multiply the number of taps you get in 30 seconds by two. It is a very
addicting game that keeps you taping.

$0.99
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Dexterity

Neon Mania

Light up the Neon signs in this addictive, relaxing take on the “steady hand” game. Trace $0.99
the different shapes with your finger as quickly and accurately as you can on hundreds
of different levels. Bring street signs, landmarks, party items, sporting symbols, music
and food to vibrant, colorful life by igniting their luminescent outlines on the screen.

Dexterity

Dot-to-Dot

Dot-to-Dot is a variation on the traditional Dots game, where the objective of the game
has been to make squares by connecting adjacent dots.

$0.00

Dexterity

TapTyping

Master typing on your iPad

$0.00

Dexterity

GeoSpin HD

GeoSpin is a fast, intuitive, tactile, and incredibly original puzzle game

$0.99

Dexterity

Dancing Touch

Game of memory, skill and finger touch dexterity

$1.99

Dexterity

TapiTap

Test and train your memory and reflexes

$0.00

Dexterity

Puck Puck

Dexterity tool

$0.00

Dexterity

Tapomanic HD

Dexterity tool

$0.99

Dexterity

Tic-Toc-Tiles

Allows players to develop and test fine motor skills for their left and rights hands.

$0.99

Dexterity

Smarty: Tic-Tac

Introduces the concepts of "time", teaches how to identify the time on a clock and
introduces the concept of Roman and Arabic numerals.

$0.99

Dexterity

Ickle Fingers

An interactive app that responds to interaction with the touch screen.

$0.00

Dexterity

Fast Touch Lite

Fun competative game

$0.00
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Dexterity, Games

iTwister HD

iTwister HD is a classic iPad board game for two players - you will get your fingers in a
tangle

$0.00

Dexterity, Music

Piano Lesson
PianoMan

Enjoy the PianoMan player and the Piano Battle all around the world!

$0.00

Dexterity, Perception

Shapes HD

Shapes HD is great for learning how to work out surface area and volume of various
shapes

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation

Doodle Find

A social hidden object game. For Primary + children

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation

Little things

An innovative seek and find game. For Primary+

$2.99

Distraction and
recreation

Cut the rope

A mysterious package has arrived, and the creature inside has only one
request…CANDY!

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation

Blitz (bejewelled)

Game for school age +

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation

Toy Story 3 –
Camouflage

I spy Toy story game

$0.99

Distraction and
recreation

Toy Story 3 –
Memory Game

Toy story memory card game

$0.00

Distraction and

Draw Free

Drawing app for all ages

$0.00
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recreation, Art
Distraction and
recreation, Cognitive
Stimulation, Games

Windosil

An adventure puzzle game filled with peculiar objects, it is your task to resolve abstract
puzzles to progress from room to room. For older children; teens, adults.

$2.99

Distraction and
recreation, Fine Motor

Bubble Popper

This is the Ultimate Bubble Popping game that combines many awesome challenges.

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation, Games

Angry Birds

The survival of the Angry Birds is at stake. Dish out revenge on the greedy pigs who stole $0.99
their eggs.

Distraction and
recreation, Games

Uno

Play the world famous card game.

Distraction and
recreation, Games

Where's my water?

Where’s My Water? is a challenging physics-based puzzler complete with vibrant
graphics, intuitive controls, and a sensational soundtrack. To be successful, you need to
be clever and keep an eye out for algae, toxic ooze, triggers, and traps.

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation, Games

Sudoku

Game for teens or parents

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation, Games

Pick up sticks

Popular game for school age +

$0.00

Distraction and
recreation, Memory

Memory cards

Matching game for preschool +

$0.00
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Distraction and
recreation, Perception

Search 60

Forget everything you think you know about Hidden Object games, this one turns the
genre on it's head with lightning fast gameplay, randomized objects (never plays the
same way twice).

$0.00

Dysphagia

iSwallow

iSwallow is a personal rehabilitation assistant (PRA) that was developed by swallowing
specialists at the University of California, Davis to assist patients who are undergoing
rehabilitation for swallowing disorders (dysphagia).

$0.00

Educational

3D Brain

Discover how each brain region functions, what happens when it is injured, and how it is $0.00
involved in mental illness. Each detailed structure comes with information on functions,
disorders, brain damage, case studies, and links to modern research

Exercise

Motion Doctor

Motion Doctor for IPad includes over 60 high quality videos with narrative and written
text instructions, along with rationales for each exercise.
Allows you to filter by body part, profession, sport or activity.

Exercise

My Therapy Exercise Because not all exercises are appropriate for everyone, particularly when recovering
from injury or illness, the My Therapy Exercises program was created to specifically
address the needs of the rehabilitation home and exercise client. Consult with your
physical therapist, or doctor, then select from 170 stretches, range of motion, and
strengthening video clips to create custom exercise video workouts.

Exercise

Physio2go

Another exercise prescription app where you take photos of the patient doing the
exercise to set up routine.

$0.99

Exercise

Physiotherapy
Exercises

This application allows you to search for exercises appropriate for people with spinal
cord injuries and other neurological conditions. It is a very handy reference for
physiotherapists and other professionals.

$0.00

$15.99

$4.99
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Exercise

Pocket Physio

The Pocket Physio by UKSH is an easy to use guide to the physiotherapy exercises
involved in preparing for and recovering from hip or knee replacement surgery.

$0.00

Exercise

MapMyWalk

MapMyWALK makes running fun and easy, turning iPhone into a social training partner
while tracking your pace, distance, and route using GPS.

$0.00

Exercise,
Communication

iWalking

This is an excellent App for Orientation and Mobility Specialists.

$0.00

Exercise, Standing
Balance

Norser

Virtual reality game you have to stand up to play

$0.99

Expression of feeling

I think, I am

Teaching Kids the Power of Affirmations.
By Louise Hay

$4.49

Fine Motor Skills

Dot to Dot

Dot-to-Dot is a variation on the traditional Dots game, where the objective of the game
has been to make squares by connecting adjacent dots. In this version, by changing the
grid of dots, you can either form a triangle or a square, making the game more visually
interesting.

$0.00

Fine Motor Skills

Touch Trainer

Touch Trainer is a simple cause and effect app designed for an individual diagnosed with $0.00
an autism spectrum disorder, down syndrome, or other special need, or a young child
just learning about touch screen technology.

Fine Motor Skills

Fun Bubbles

Select your bubble color and speed! Kids and adults love it! Help your child develop
their fine motor skills with Fun Bubbles. Now with full multi-touch support.

Fine Motor Skills

MeMoves

Perform finger puzzles correctly to the beat of the music and watch as the screen comes $10.49
alive. Based on the award-winning MeMoves DVD, the MeMoves app can provide

$0.99
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instant calm and focus anywhere. For ages 3 through 103.
Fine Motor Skills

Tracing Lite

Tracing game, game of accuracy, logic and endurance.

$0.00

Fine Motor Skills

Chalk Walk

Show your art and perception skills

$0.99

Games

Mumbees Match

Challenge yourself with Cackleberries.com's version of a classic card game!

$0.99

Games

Fantastic 4 In A Row

Game

$0.00

General

FreeSaurus

FreeSaurus is a no-fuss thesaurus application. It's simple, it's focused and it works. Each
definition shows related words, synonyms & antonyms.

$0.00

General

Free Dictionary

You know how frustrating it is when you are reading something and do not know the
meaning of a word, and all you want is a dictionary on hand to find out the meaning?

$0.00

General

Magnifyer Free

This free app comes in handy when you find yourself in a dimly lit restaurant, squinting
at tiny print on your menu. Point your iPhone's camera at the text, move the on-screen
slider, and you'll have large, easy-to-read text in no time.

$0.00

Mandatory

Scopia Mobilev3

SCOPIA Mobile v3 allows mobile users to connect with full video, audio and data
collaboration

$0.00

Mandatory

AirWatch Secure
Content Locker

AirWatch is an enterprise-grade Mobile Content Management (MCM) application for
iPad devices that allows IT administrators to securely manage document distribution
and mobile access to corporate documents through a web-based console.

$0.00

Mandatory

AirWatch Secure

The AirWatch Secure Browser application provides a safe and accessible alternative to

$0.00
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Browser

Safari internet browsing for iOS managed device users.

Mandatory

Mobicip Safe
Browser

This best-selling Safe Browser for the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad is based on a pathbreaking content filtering engine. It is expressly designed by Mobicip to provide a safe,
secure and educational Internet and YouTube for families and school-age children.

$0.00

Mandatory

iBooks

Allows iBooks to read on iPad

$0.00

Mandatory

Skype

Bring your Skype contacts closer with full screen video at your fingertips.

$0.00

Memory

iMimic

Memory game

$0.00

Memory

Simon Says

Memory sequence game

$0.00

Memory

The Simon Game

Memory Game

$0.99

Memory

My Little Suitcase

The memory board game

$0.00

Memory

Awesome Memory

Memory games

$0.00

Memory

Dr Matrix

Memory app

$0.99

Perception

Recognise Feet

Recognise™ Feet is the first way to accurately measure the ability to recognise left and
$9.49
right feet, and to train left/right discrimination as part of a comprehensive rehabilitation
programme

Perception

Look Again

Challenge your brain to quickly recognize patterns and shapes in this fast paced,
addictive puzzle game!

$1.99
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Perception

Little Finder

A winning combination of simplicity, creativity, and addictive gameplay make this the
most enjoyable hidden objects game yet for the whole family. A fun game that build
concentration, improves reaction time, and helps kids learn at the same time.

$0.00

Perception

Human Body Puzzle

Human Body is a jigsaw puzzle and memory game designed for children. It introduces
kids to the parts of the human body via puzzle games and memory games

$0.00

Perception

Hidden Objects

All the objects are hidden and you have to choose and guess those objects from the
dark, Scary Background Sound and amazing Three theme makes this Game so much
attractive and addictive

$0.00

Perception

Flow Free

Connect matching colors with pipe to create a flow. Pair all colors, and cover the entire
board to solve each puzzle. But watch out, pipes will break if they cross or overlap!

$0.00

Perception

Tangrams

The tangram is a classic dissection puzzle originated in China. It consists of seven flat
$0.00
shapes, called tans. The objective of the puzzle is to form a specific shape using all seven
pieces, which may not overlap.

Perception

Matrix Brain

Train your brain, memeorise the colour patterns and reconstuct them.

$0.00

Perception

Braino

Scientifically proven memory workout/rating game

$0.00

Perception

My Mosaic

Assists with developing visual perception and hand eye coordination.

$0.00

Perception

TanZen

Tangram puzzle game

$0.00

Perception

Little Things Forever Seek and Find app - puzzles

$2.99
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Personal, Organisational iStudiez Pro

A student's life is a dizzying mix of activity and just plain craziness! Take charge of your
schedule and put iStudiez Pro to work for you! Take advantage of iStudiez Pro easy
navigation and never miss another course, lecture and lab, track tasks and deadlines,
plan homework, arrange assignments and much more!

Personal, Organisational Corkulous

Corkulous is an idea board for the iPad. It allows you to collect, organise and share ideas $5.49
using a virtual corkboard. You can place, arrange and rearrange notes, labels, photos,
contacts, tasks, ideas, etc. The ideal tool for brainstorming activities.

Personal, Organisational Spaced Retrieval
TherAppy

Spaced retrieval is a scientifically proven method of improving memory of names, facts,
and routines for all people, including those with memory impairments (Alzheimer's
disease and other neurological conditions).

$4.49

Personal, Organisational It's Done!

It’s Done! app remembers later what you do now.

$2.29

Personal, Organisational Chore Pad HD

Looking for a fun and rewarding way to keep track of chores?

$5.49

Personal, Organisational Visual Schedule
Planner

Completely customisable visual schedule for the iPad

$15.99

$2.99

Personal, Organisational Sticky Notes for iPad Sticky Notes

$0.00

Personal, Organisational Bamboo Paper

Bamboo pad provides you with the ability to create virtual notebooks for your iPad

$0.00

Personal, Organisational Awesome Note HD

An integrated organiser of your life

$5.49

Personal, Organisational Visual Routine

Assists users to keep a routine which can be tailored to their need.

$5.49
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Relaxation

iFish pond

Immerse yourself in the fish pond, listen to soothing forest ambience, move fingers
across the water and see the ripples. Flick your wrist to cast the rod. Calming and
relaxing for all.

$1.99

Relaxation

iZen garden

iZen Garden gives the peace and tranquility of a beautiful Zen Garden. Place stones in
your garden, rake the sand and share your creations. For older children.

$0.00

Relaxation

Mood Pads

Mood Pad is the best simulation of a heat sensitive pad available. Touch fingers over the $0.00
screen and watch the screen swirl with color. Lift your hand and watch the colors
smoothly fade away.

Relaxation

Simply Being

Enjoy the deep relaxation, stress relief and benefits of meditation without prior
experience. For older children and families

Relaxation

Relax Melodies HD

Relax Melodies is the leader in personalized relaxation and sleep assistance. Custom mix $0.00
your favourite sounds from a selection of 46 & relax. For older children and families.

Relaxation

The Journey HD

Escape to a beautiful new world, float along a river and watch nature as it passes you
by. Reach out and touch the clouds etc to generate musical notes adding melody to the
soothing ambient sounds. For older children.

$1.99

Relaxation

Breathe2Relax

App to help regulate and slow breathing down using a guided, timed sequence

$0.00

Relaxation

Belly Bio

Ipad sits on patients stomach to provide feedback on regulating breathing

$0.00

Relaxation

Mindful Meditations Always making excuses for not meditating? This is simply the best way to learn and
$1.99
enjoy mindfulness meditation - and it's always in your pocket for short breaks, trips, and
outdoor practice

$0.00
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Relaxation, Cognitive
Stimulation, Reflexes

Memory Block

Test and improve your reflexes with the new Speed Mode! Watch and listen as the
computer shouts out colors for you to tap. The higher your score, the faster it goes! But
be careful, it will try to trick you along the way!

$0.00

Sensory inattention
/neglec, Perception

Neglect Test

Assessment

$19.99

Sensory inattention/
neglect, Perception

Star Cancellation

Treatment and assessment

$0.00

Stroke Prevention

Think Fast

Think FAST - Understanding what a stroke is, recognising the warning signs and locating
Australian hospitals with specialised stroke units

$0.00

Stroke Prevention

My Heart and Stroke The My Heart&Stroke Health App allows you to use the My Heart&Stroke Risk
Assessment, Blood Pressure Action Plan, and Health Check Recipe Helper tools.

Stroke Prevention

Blood Pressure
Monitor

Blood Pressure Monitor - Family for iPad keeps track of your important health stats,
$0.00
including blood pressure, weight, and heart beat rate, right on your iPad. It is one of the
best health tracking apps with lifetime data visualization

Visual Impairment

Eye Illusions HD

Who told you your eyes can't play tricks on you? Seeing does not believe.

Visual Impairment

Eye Exercises

Eye fitness will assist you to become a faster reader and improve the oveall condition of $0.00
your eye muscles.

$0.00

$0.99
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